SERGIO FERNANDEZ – “INTO THE DEEP EP” – (Blackflag Recordings)
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General Information:

TECH HOUSE

Track List:

After delivering one of the standout EPs of
the newly revived Blackflag Recordings with
2012’s ‘Clicks N Stuff’ EP, Spanish
percussive master Sergio Fernandez returns
with a killer two track offering set to
ignite dancefloors this summer.

a. INTO THE DEEP
b. PRIMATE INSTINCT

DJ FEEDBACK…
Mihalis Safras - "Oh yeah, you gotta love this release!! Primate Instinct my fav
to play!"
Gregor Tresher - "Good stuff from Sergio. Into The Deep sounds like a good one
for the coming open airs!"
Ambivalent - "I'm liking the sound of Into The Deep. Will test it out…"
Orde (SLAM) - "Great label and top tunes from Mr Fernandez. Cool grooves
throughout. Spinning these."
Federico Grazzini - (Zoo Project, Ibiza) - "I like this.. Primate Instinct is a
peak-time BOMB!!"
Kaiserdisco - "Into The Deep is a cool summer slammer for our sets!!"

Christian Smith - "Yeah, i'm feeling these… Very nice tracks from Sergio. Will
be playing!"
Joris Voorn - "I like this release. Great groove on Into The Deep. Playing!"
Shadow Child - "I like these, all of 'em, but Primate Instinct is the fav of the
bunch. Rinse FM support likely."
Hector Romero - "Into The Deep is a rocking groove that's gonna do well for me I'm all over this."
Gel Abril - "Both tracks on this Sergio Fernandez release are bangers!!"
Wehbba - "This is a really cool EP from Sergio… Primate Instinct is a HOT
record!!"
Anja Schneider - "YES!! Primate Instinct… I really like that!! Will support!"
Reboot - "Primate instinct is a gonna be a BOMB track for me!!"
Sian - "Super strong tunes and well arranged by Sergio. Supporting! Into The Deep
my fav."
Jon Rundell - (Intec) - "I'm really liking Primate Instinct, has a really nice
build to it… Will play!"
Tedd Patterson - "Wicked!! This is the kinda shit I wait for. Into The Deep is
quality house!"
Macromism - "Its all about Primate Instinct which is a great record!! Nice EP
Sergio!"
Adam Beyer - "This is a wicked release from Sergio and Blackflag. Looking forward
to trying them out."
Harry Romero - "I love the loopy stuff. Its in my comfort zone for sure. Good
stuff Sergio!"
Nick Warren - "Loving this… Into The Deep is a BOMB track! Will support!"
Andy George - "Wicked vibes!! I really like this release, especially Into The
Deep. Will try it out this week!"

